
Speech for Oliver Grinsted’s Christening 

 

Today is partly about Louise and James as parents. Dorothy Parker gave the 

best advice saying: The best way to keep children at home is to make the 

home atmosphere pleasant…  

 

[Pause] 

 

…and let the air out of their tyres! 

 But this day is mostly about Oliver and so I have a few things to say for 

his benefit. 

 At this stage, Oliver, your mum and dad make most decisions for you 

and, to some degree, choose your friends.  Today they’ve chosen three for 

you.  If you need understanding and sensitivity you have Kate to turn to.  Tito 

seems to have great learning and spiritual knowledge in the bag.  As for me, 

I’m still learning but I’m very happy to give you what I have and then we can 

make the rest up as we go along. 

 From my limited experience, I think there are a few essential lessons to 

learn that will make life pass more smoothly: 

 Firstly, being a child is close to perfection, so hold on to it and do your 

utmost to avoid ever becoming a grown-up.  Adults are fine – they’re just 

children in bigger clothes – but grown-ups have a weird chemical imbalance 

that makes them forget how much fun it is to climb trees, have food fights and 

play Pooh Sticks. 

 Friends are a very good thing.  Pick the best, hold them close and know 

that you can never have too many true friends. 

 Honesty is an underrated attribute these days.  It doesn’t mean simply 

telling the truth but choosing to know, in all aspects of life, what is true. 

 Finally, the most important ingredient in life is… 

 Cake!   

 People laugh but that proves the power of cake.  The mere mention of 

cake makes people happy!  There is truly not enough cake in the world and 

nowhere near enough people enjoying it.  Cake comes in a multitude of 



shapes, sizes, colours and flavours.  All good cakes are born equal.  Cake 

brings a smile to the saddest eyes, it fills empty bellies and waters dry mouths.   

 Cake is perfect as a shared experience with friends or savoured alone, 

it’s a caring apology, a celebration of every day.  Nobody can be angry when 

eating cake and no day is complete without a smile, a word from somebody 

you love and… cake. 

 So, Oliver, now that you have your name, your family and friends around 

you and an introduction to the important issues, it’s up to you to enjoy your 

journey and seek the greatest adventures and discoveries that this world has 

tucked away for you on this treasure hunt of life.  

 


